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Presents new ideas on how to resolve economic problems in the region
Examines the Balkan and Eastern European economies in a pan-European
context
This book includes papers presented at the 11th International Conference “Economies of the
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Balkan and Eastern European Countries” (EBEEC), held in Bucharest, Romania, in May 2019. It
sheds new light on the micro- and macroeconomic developments in the Eastern European and
Balkan countries, while at the same time taking into account the broader regional and global
factors influencing these developments. By examining how the decisions and the performance
of economic, social and political actors in the region are intertwined with wider regional and
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global events, the contributions highlight the dynamic development in Eastern Europe and the
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challenges in the past and is evolving within the framework of European economic integration
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Balkans region. Further, the book demonstrates how the region has overcome numerous
and the global effervescent economy.
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